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Hold Banquet
For Best Loved
Four Senior Girls to be
Honored; Mrs. Barrow
To be Guest Speaker
Lawrence is eagerly awaiting the
Celebration of one of its loveliest
traditions—the Best Loved. Every
year iour senior girls are chosen as
the best loved by a vote of all Lawrence^vomen. The identity of these
girls is carefully kept secret u n 
til the day of the Best Loved Ban
quet; no one knows who they are
until, at the banquet, they dance in 
to the dining room to the strains
Of a minuet, becostumed in pow
dered wigs and hoopskirts in the
spirit of George Washington.
The mothers of the girls and as
many of last year's Best Loved’s as
can be here have been invited to
attend the banquet as guests of the
college. Other guests will include
Mrs. Thomas N. Barrows, Mrs.
Thomas Hamilton. Mrs. Paul R. A n 
derson and Mrs. Donald DuShanc.

LAWRENCE COLLEGE, APPLETON, WIS.

Women to Choose
Most Handsome
Men on Campus
Next Monday after convocation
the fourth annual election of the six
most handsome men on campus will
be held.
The election is sponsored by the
Lawrentian and the results w ill be
announced in next weeks’ paper.
Any man regularly onrolcd in the
college or conservatory is eligible.
Four of the six men chosen la.;t
year are still in school; they are
John Disher, George Carman, Bill
Nolan and Keith Ridgway.
Be on the look-out, girls, 'cause
there isn’t much time to make up
your minds!

Elect Boge as
Lawrentian's
Managing Ed.
Brumbaugh and Herold
Are Elected to Posts
Of Asst. Bus. Mgr.

Begin With March

I

•

At the Lawrentian Board of Con
The program will begin with the
march into the dining-room, led by trol meeting Wednesday, February
the girls on the L. W. A. council 18, Herbert Boge was elected manescorting the guests, followed by 1 aging editor of the Lawrentian.
all the other girls. As soon as 1 Boge has worked on the paper for
everyone is seated the string quar I the past year and a half and has
tet will begin playing, and the : served as assistant managing editor
Best Loved girls w ill come out this past seme.-U r.
At the same time, the board de
dancing the Minuet.
After the dinner the string quar cided that it would be advisable
tet will entertain. Dorien Montz. so to have two assistant business man
cial chairman of L . W. A., w ill in  agers instead of the usual one and
troduce the girls and their m oth Jerry Brumbaugh and Bob Herold
to fill th.-»e posi
ers. and explain the um illion. Elaine were
Buesing, representing last year's tions.
Also present at the meeting was
Best Loved, will then give a toast
followed by a speech by Mrs. Kep Gordon Shurtleff who handed in
his official resignation as managing
ler.
Don’t miss this banquet! Buy your editor with the understanding that
ticket before Sunday, from the fol it was necessary for the Lawrenlowing girls: At Ormsby, Charlot tain to train a junior for next year.
te Graf on first floor, Bettie Halli- However. th !s resignation was not
day on second, and Marian Pietsch offered in agreement with the
On third. At Sage, Peg Thompson clause stated by the board to the
on first floor, Carol McCarthy on cffcct that his services were not
fecund. Naomi Coumbe on third, satisfactory.
and Mary Louise Day on fourth;.
At Peabody. Dorothy Hohenadel, at
Washington house Patty Ladwig.
and at Lawe house Miss Milbauer.
Buy your tickets NOW. This is
One event nobody wants to miss!

Business Office
Has Odd Mixture
Of Lost Articles

li

Unfortunately the campus has no
lost and found department as far as
official titles are concerned. But
there are some things which have
been turned into the circulation
desk at the library,
substituting
io r a lost and found department.
Jack Fumal, janitor in the library
building has also resurrected some
of those lost things, and if you
are interested in locating anything
why not try the business office
While your at it.
A t present these articles can be
found in one of the three “lost”
departments”:
1. One and one-half pairs of mintens.
2. One woolen muffler (found at
February 7 swimif ing meet).
3. One watch.
4. One ring and plenty of key
rings.
8. One pen and one pencil.
6. One gabardine coat (left on
train after Christmas vacation).
The business office would like
to be relieved of these articles if
the rightful owners would only call
for them.

Hold Board Meeting

Winternitz
Gives Series
Of Lectures
Group of American
Colleges Sponsors
Prominent Speaker
Dr. Emanuel Winternitz, promi
nent philosopher, art historian and
musician, member of the staff of
the Metropolitan Museum and fac
ulty visitor sponsored by the Asso
ciation of American Colleges, has
been on the Lawrence campus since
yesterday.
During his visit Dr. Winternitz
has offered a series of four lectures
on the arts, illustrated with draw
ings. performances on the piano and
lantern slides. The remaining lec
tures will be as follows:
Eager to Meet Student*
This evening at 7 p. m. at Pea
body hall (dismissing in time to go
to Chapel for the final performance
of ‘‘Thunder Rock", beginning at
8:30 p. m.> "Expression” (including
an interpretation of symbols used in
the American "Funnies"». Tomor
row morning at 9 a. m. at Peabody
hall "Styles".
Dr. Winternitz is eager to meet
the students and the faculty and to
discuss with them any problems in
the fields of music, the visual arts
or aesthetics. For this purpose the
following informal meetings have
been planned:
Hold Faculty Lanrhron
This noon at 12:30 p. m. in the
small dining room of Brokaw hall
Faculty Luncheon <45 cents) with
faculty group in phiUkophy or art
as nucleus, followed Sy Informal
discussion of problems in aesthetics.
Any other interested member of the
faculty or the student body is urged
to come for the discussion, whether
or not he comes for the luncheon it
self.
Tomorrow morning from 10 to 12
a. m. at Peabody hall informal
meetings with studentft—by appoint,
ment. Students and faculty are urg
ed to take advantage of these op
portunities.

Famed Pianist, Gyorgy Sandor
To Appear Here on Tuesday

An internationally acclaimed pi
anist, Gyorgy Sandor provides the
artist material for the third in the
1941-42 series, Tuesday, February
24.
Born in Budapest, Sandor started
to take music lessons from his sis
ter when he was six and later stud
ied with a great Hungarian compos
er, Kodaly. At 18 he gave his first
recital, and ever since then has

Gyorgy Sandor

There will be a meeting of the
Lawrentian editorial board at 12:45 spent his life touring Europe and
The Americas.
today in Hamar union.
His first American appearance in
New York in 1939, was declared
sensational by the critics.
Candlelight Vespers
The talented pianist is a remark
ably well-adjusted man. Ordinar
SUNDAY 4:45 to 5:15 P. M.
ily, traveling from country to coun
Harold Green
Organist
try and thereby encountering var
John Goserud
Soloist
ied customs in culinary art, one

would probably have a rather per
manent state of indigestion re
sult. But Sandor's comment on
that aspect of touring the world was
an interesting one: "I'm a Hungar
ian. and when one is raised on Hun*
garian food, he can digest any*
thing.” So, whether he is served the
chile of South America, a New Eng
land boiled dinner, or tea and scones
in Canada, Sandor is perfectly sat
isfied.
His most memorable concert oc
curred in Costa Rica; In the middle
of a presentation, he suddenly no
ticed that the piano began to shake
violently, and soon the whole bu ild
ing was shaking. He was playing
during an earthquake! And the au
dience appeared totally unconcern
ed. Apparently earthquakes are
common occurrences.
Sandor is an all-around person,
including in his hobbies sports that
are wide and varied, from moun
tain-climbing to ping-pong. He once
met a Mexican pin¿-pong champion
on ship board, and proceeded to de
feat him.
Sandor's program for Tuesday
night follows.
Program
I.
Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue . . . .
................................................... Bach
Rondo in D M a jo r ............. Mozart

Invite Students
Of Local Schools
To View New Play
Approximately 300 students and
faculty members of neighboring
high schools will be guests of the
Lawrence college theatre this week
at performances of Thunder Rock,
the modern drama of a newspaper
reporter who seeks to hibernate
from the present world by living
in a light-house in northern Lake
Michigan.
The play, the second major pro
duction of the year by the Law
rence college theatre, was first pro
duced in New York in 1939 and
later had a successful run in Lon
don, where it was one of the most
popular plays of the season. The
Lawrence presentation is directed
by F. Theodore Cloak, professor of
dramatics of the college.
The following high schools have
accepted the college invitation: Ap
pleton, Brillion, Clintonville, Den
mark. Freedom. Green Bay West,
Hortonville,
Kaukauna, Neenah.
Omro, Oshkosh, Shawano, Shiocton.
Weyauwega, and Wrightstown.

Dr. Tesoro to
Speak Before
IRC Meeting
Dr. George Tesoro, new faculty
member in the department of eco
nomics, will speak on the subject
"Contradictions: Fascist and Demo
cratic Economics’* at a meeting of
the International Relations club
Thursday, February 28 at 7:30 p. m.
in Room 16. Main hall.
Following Dr. Tesoro’* talk, ther*
will be a period of open discussion
and questioning by the audience.
All students, whether members of
the club or not. are invited to at
tend this meeting.
Dr. Tesoro has suggested that
students especially interested in
getting a background for his dis
cussion read in any of the follow
ing books: Ebcnstein, Fascist Italy;
Steiner, Government in Fascist
Italy; Schneider, Fascist Govern
ment in Italy; Pitigliana, The Ital
ian Corporative State; Burgess, Go
liath and Rouck and Hoat, Com

petitive Economic Systems.
Receive Books

The International Relations club
has recently received its mid-year
installment of books on internation
al affairs from the Carnegie En
dowment for International Peace
in addition to those received ear
lier in the year. These eight books
have been placed on the Interna
tional Relations club shelves at the
library and several of them are
of very special interest in the
present crisis.
The new books are: Harry Best,
The Soviet Experiment; Hugh Borton, Japan Since 1931; Charles B.
Faks, Government In Japan; Her«
bert Geis, Changing Pattern of In
ternational Economic Affairs; Hans
Hcymann, Plan for Permanent
Peace; Julia E. Johnsen, Interna*
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Vote for Prexy
Of Student Body
At Polls Today
Harkins, Harvey and
Grady are Candidates
In Intensive Contest
Today is election day at Lawrence! We have read the candidate^
platforms in last week's Lawrentian, heard them enlarged and clar
ified by the candidates themselves
in Monday's convocation—and now
it’s up to us. Let's A LL go to tho
polls today and cast our vote for
student body president!
There are polls posted at con
venient places over the campua
Brokaw men. Sage and Ormsby
girls will vote in their dormitories;
Conservatory students at the Con;
town students and frat men in Main
hall; Peabody and Washington girls
at Ormsby; and Lawe and Sago
Cottage at Sage.
By now you have probably mads
your choice and need only the loca
tion of your poll to finish up ths
day’s busines. But for those of you
who are still undecided, a last
minute glance at the respectivo
platforms might help matters.

No Control
The radical position is taken by
Marg Harkins, whose platform
hinges upon “making the student
body government more effective by
divorcing it from
administration
control and arousing the ¿nteresl
of the students in their govern
m ent” She includes in her propos
al panel discussions for the student
body led by ths executive commit
tee and “taking the Lawrentian
from administration control.**
Phil Harvey presents the con
servative viewpoint in his belief
that teamwork and unity of tho
student body and
administration
are essential in the face of such
troubled times. Cooperation with
the local defense authorities, im 
partial office appointments, and •
social program to comply with tho
fraternities'
decreased
budget*
form part of his platform. He also
advocates better telehone facilities
at Brokaw and the girls’ dormitor
ies, better chapel programs, and
more convenient transportation to
games.

Action

Gerry Grady in his platform ad
vocates ACTION, through creating
an active interest in student gov
ernment and presentation of ths
student's viewpoints to the admin
istration. Furthermore he believes
that the student government should
coordinate all activities, expand
our efforts towards civilian de
fense, and hold more discussions of
problems in which we are interest
ed.
From the intensity of the elec
tioneering about the campus plenty
of action is promiséd in this elec
tion; every vote will count!

Count Votes Today

Don Fredrickson, student body
tional Federation of Democracies;
Francis Williams, Democracy's Bat president, has announced that ths
tle and Government In Wartime votes w ill be counted at 2 p. m. to
Europe edited by Harold Zink and day in Room 11 Main hall. Anyons
Taylor Cole.

Ariel Makes Call for
Typists, Copy Writers
For Yearbook Work

Those who have ambitions to be
future members of the Ariel staff
have a chance now to get the ex
perience needed for a job later on.
This experience is very necessary
as it has always been the policy of
the staff to train members for fu
XL
ture jobs.
Sonata (Apres une Lecture de
Now is the chance to learn the
Dante) .................................. Liszt business. The staff needs the help
III.
of typists and copy writers. Any
Intermezzo in B flat minor Brahms one interested should get in touch
Andante Spianoto and Polonaise
with the editorial staff as soon as
........................................... Chopin possible.
Intermission
IV.
May Check Grades
Six Studies ......................... Chopin
Dean Donald M. DuShane has an
V.
Ondine .................................. Ravel nounced that all students who
Polka ....................... Shostahowitch would like to have their grades
E t u d e ................................ Scriabino checked may do so at the office.

interested may attend.

Friday, February 20—“Thunder
Rock.’*
Emanael Wlnternlts.
Saturday, February 21—Eman
uel Wlnternlts.
Basketball, Coe here.
Delt Houseparty.
Phi Delt Houaeparty.
Sunday, February 22—Phi Tas
Sleigh Ride.
Monday, February 23—Basket
ball, Ripon, there.
Tuesday, February 24—Artist Se
ries, Gyorgy Sandor
Wednesday, February 25—"BestLoved” Banquet.
Friday, February 27 — One-set
plays (Tentative.)
Saturday, February 28—Basket
ball, Beloit, there.
Swimming meet, Beloit, hers.
Wrestling, Beloit, there.
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A Cappella to
Give Concert
At Kaukauna
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College Group Plans
To Present Concerts
In Chicago, Milwaukee
The Lawrence college A Capella
choir under the direction of Dean
Carl Waterman will present the
first of a series of concerts at Kaukauna high school Thursday, Feb
ruary 26, at 8:15 p. m.
The program for the series is
•s follows:
1
O Gladsome
Light
Alexander Gretcbaninofi
Ave Verum
W illiam Byrd
The Spirit also helpeth
Us
J. S. Bach
«Motet for Double Choir)
II
Brazilian Psalm
Jean Berger
The Walls of
Heaven
Johannes Brahms
Alleluia
Randall Thompson
III
0 What a Lovely
Magic
Granville Bantock
1 .ark
Aaron Copland
Take, Oh take those lips
Away
Edward C. Moore
The Lee Shore
Coleridge-Taylor
IV
Chorus from Iolanthc
Sullivan
The Galway Piper «Irish
Air)
Arr, Clough-Leighter
Dark Ryes (Russian Folk
Sont)
Arr. Ringwell
Coronation Scene from Boris
Godounof
Moussorgsky
The group of 65 singers will go to
Milwaukee Saturday,
March 7,
where they w ill sing at the Pabst
theatre. Sunday programs w ill be
given at the University of Chicago
rhapel and at Orchestra hall. Mon
day evening the annual concert at
the Goodman theatre
will take
place, and Tuesday the choir will
sing at the West Side high school
In Rockford. The last concert of
the series will be presented Wed
nesday. March 11, at the Janesville
bigh school.

Winternitz
Gives Talk on
'Art and Nature'
Speaker Illustrates
Points With Slides
At Chapel Convocation
Mr. Emanuel Winternitz, well
known philosopher of the arts,
spoke in the chapel yesterday. The
title of his talk was “Art and Na
ture" and one of the most interest
ing aspects of it was his use of
Slides and the playing of the piano
In order to erfplain his points. His
method is to use these examples
•n d to analyze them not in highly
Intellectual terms but in language
Understandable by students.
In discussing the relationship of
art with nature Mr. Winternitz
brought in the question “Is art sim
ply an imitation of nature or is it
• representation of objects by
Signs, symbols or language?”
Shows Slides
There are two extremes In the
artists mind, one being free imag
ination and the other the close ac
curate following of the oljcct or
nature. As Mr. Winternitz says,
•These two eventually m eet” To
Illustrate this, he showed slides
of work done by Michelangelo and
Raphael. He also told how in me
dieval times the devil was often re
presented by the using of imagina
tion in combining the tail of a lion
with the body of a fish.
In his talk today given in the
Conservatory before several classes.
Winternitz dealt with th 2 problem
of the whole and its elements as
related to the different arts. Dis
cussing the problem of form he
showed the way in which the ele
ments of a work of art are built
up to create an artistic unit. These
main elements are rhythm and sym
metry. Mr. Winternitz shows no
partiality to any particular art and
shows very ably the coincident
streams of development and re
lated principles of not only the
Visual arts but also music.

A L L READY? NOW SAY A A A A H ! — From o glance ot th is section of the Lawrence college choir, one would think that
sweaters ore a uniform for both men ond women students at th e college. However, it's just coincidence that every one
visible on the picture is wearing a sweater. The choir is preparing to begin its spring tour M arch 7.

Kepler's Book
Highly Lauded
By Publishers
A new book entitled NEW TEST
AMENT STUDIES of which Thom
as Kepler, professor of Bible and
Religion at Lawrence college is
co-author has just been published. It
is edited by Edwin P. Booth and
published by Abingdon-Cokesbury
press of New York. Eleven writers
each contributed a chapter and the
title of the chapter written by Pro
fessor Kepler is ‘The Jesus of Formgeschichte.**
About the book the publishers
say. “This volume brings together
in one unified result the fruits of
accurate, scientific research and
combines them with a deep-rooted
concern for the value which the
New Testament holds for people
and preaching of the living church.
A common purpose binds the essays
together; to subject the New Test
ament to a rigorous examination
and to clarify the person and the
work of Jesus.

Sharp Scrutiny
“W ith sharpest scrutiny the au
thors examine the records of Jesus'
life and search the scripturcs for
timeless truth. From every ap
proach, the ultimate object is His
person and worth to the individual
and the church.
“Here some of the best minds of
this generation work upon the core
of the Christian tradition. Fully
familiar with both European and
American thought, they represent
modern American Protestant schol
arship of the historical-critical
school at its best.”

Buy Tickets!
Don’t forget to buy your tickets to
BEST LOVED BANQUET — get
them today.

RIO THEATRE
Starts Friday
ROBERT TAYLOR
LANA TURNER

Girls to Take. Psychology Labs Help Train
Part in College Students for War Defense
Gate-porch-bell -door -eek -box- , “the subject” or “the experimentDiscussion
mur -lom -zud-bulb-boat-cake-cow- or.” Our instructor says one must

elms on campus-learning rate-grip- squeeze as much information as
head length. Psychology labs have
a very definite place in the college possible out of the results. This
curriculum and in training for de 1should prove invaluable in gathfense.
■ering and detecting sabatoge ma
In ’the lab today I learned that terial.
Representatives of the Lawrence
Moreover, at least half the stu
women's discussion group will par nonsense syllables are the most
ticipate in a series of discussions at : difficult to memorize, and now I dents at Lawrence have
taken
know
why
history
is
so
hard—it’s
Rockford college on March 5 with
Psych and the other half
rooms
just
full
of
nonsense.
From
now
on
students from Rockford, the U ni
1with someone who has. In this way
versity of Wisconsin and North- I’m only reading words that have
i logical connection and I ’m sure my j virtually every person has at one
'western university.
time been analyzed by a competent
On that date there will be three 1grades will improve a hundred per i beginner. Think of the service this
appearances of the speakers. They cent.
Last week we learned to trace ! renders to all kleptosomes, pyknics,
will present a radio round table, a
: introverts, dementia praecoxes and
convocation program before the stars in a mirror. In a few years
' shizophrenics that otherwise might
Rockford college student body and when all the flags are blown to bits,
go unhelped.
a discussion before a Rockford I and my comrades w ill be very
luncheon club. A Lawrence student useful for tracing stars on new
flags—'specially if we have to be in Artists Series
w ill be the leader ot the discussion
such a position that we can’t see
before the convocation.
the stars.
Lawrence Women
Some day our mirror training
For the trip to Rockford two or
w ill be useful in spy work for see
three Lawrence women w ill be
fine fruits & vegetables
ing things backwards and inter
selected from the group now work
preting them frontward. We will
ing on discussion under the direc
probably devise some secret code
tion of E. W. Schoenbcrger. head of
that is written in a mirror.
the department of speech.
The
Correctly in a report one must
question of regulation of labor un
always talk in third person using
ions w ill again be used
for the
event, but in modified form, con
cerning itself chiefly now with the
problem of labor and the war.
A fourth meeting of these four
N o C a b S e r v ic e C h e a p e r
schools will be held at Northwest
ern university, probably in April.
N o C a b S e r v ic e B e tte r
The two previous meetings have
been at Lawrence and the Univer
sity of Wisconsin.

Three Other Schools
Participates in Series
Of T/ilks in Rockford

Chicago Fruit
Market

a w w w v w w s s s v w v w w v

j!

Large Selection

m

of New

!¡

Yellow Cab Co.
Phone 6000

SC RA P
BOOKS

AFTER THE GAME
(o to the

in "JO H N N Y EAGER"
— rius —

"CA D ETS ON PARADE"
TUESD AY O N LY!

—- On the Stage —
CLYDE McCOY
and His Orchestra
— Screen —
“JA IL HOUSE BLUES”

W e Make Sandwiches For Parties

ELM TREE BAK ERY
Phone 7000

To

H o ld

Your

O w n M e m o r ie s
or
As A

G if t

S u g g e s t io n

CONKEY’S
121 W . College A*«.

CA N PV

CO PPER
K
E
T
T
L
E
!
■TEA
RESTA U RA N T
Famous for Fine Foods
Since 1933

531 W . College Ave.

Phone 5446
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Weekend Brings Big Doings as
Greeks Initiate New Wormies
BY NAN HOLM AN
LL SET to enjoy a thrilling performance of “Thunder Rock" tonight,
or are you one of those Joy-killing-Joes who’s giving us a detailed
description of the high-spots from last night’s doin’s? Anyhow,
from the looks of things this is only the beginning of a big time!
Saturday being our last home game with Coe afterwards there’s a
frolic in the offing! Besides, the Delts are throwing a Record party and
the Phi Delts a party, too, with big surprises threatened come Sattidy
p.m. For Sunday every Phi Tau has his eyes glued to the Barometer—
a-hopin’ for snow for a sleigh ride. Then our first Artist Series this se
mester—Gyorgy Sandor—promises to add a “cultural touch,” and Wed
nesday’s Best-Loved Banquet w ill add the final charm to the abovementioned gay time!
This week the KDs elected new officers: president, Dorothy Mae Hohenadel; vice-president, Peg Johnson; secretary, Marian Groninger; treas
urer, Carolyn Leland; Pan Hell representative, Betsy Ross and editor,
Polly Hartquist. C o n g ra tu la tio n s,----------------------------•11! Last Friday these gals had
Valentine party and de-wormed the
e
worms. Sunday, the pledges gave
dessert bridge for pledges repre
senting other sororities. Wednes
day, a national officer arrived—
Mrs. Lowell Larson, and she plans
to stay ’til tomorrow. This after
Determine How Well
noon the Kappa Delts are giving a
tea for patronesses and representa
Male Undergraduate
tives from other sororities.

A

Daily Maroon
Conducts Poll
Among Editors

• Under Orders
ADPis put the following worms
“under’' on Sunday morning: Ruth
Swenson, Chuckie Mix, Fran Schneberger, Ro Weber, Pat Kane, Betty
Bannon and Fran Rummelhoff. The
D G ’s, we are told, are doing their
part for defense— passing a box for
Red Cross funds at every meeting.
Last Tuesday, the Theta pledges
had open house in the rooms for
other sorority pledges. A; the des
sert party Monday night 20 girls
became lowly sufferers: Sue Blaxc.
Jane Brown, Mary Lou Conrad,
Mary Fran Godwin, Gloria Har
mon. Barbara Hilmers, Marge H ut
chison. Jinny Jensen, Janet Meyer,
Barbara Rosebush, Jaye Schoff,
Barbara Shepherd. Barbara Stev
ens. Sally Strong. Jerry Swarthout.
Jean Tyler, Barbara Warren, Ted
dy Whelan and Mary Wood.
Alpha Chis sent representative
Mary Louise Day off to Indianapo
lis Thursday to a Tri-province con
vention. For tomorrow they have
planned a dessert bridge at the
Candle Glow for patronesses, alums
and mothers, and on Sunday they
are having a faculty tea at the
Presbyterian church — patriotic
theme.
Delts took last week’s worms out
of their misery a week ago Wed
nesday, and now the new unfor
tunates are: Ed Nye, Graham Da
vies. John Ruxton, John Novak.
B ill Klumb, Wally Hilsen. George
Vander Weyden, Bob Heffren, Lorne
Pengelly, A1 Pagel, Bob Barton and
John Leonard.

New Pledges

Is Prepared for Army

The Northwestern Daily Maroon
conducted a poll of 72 college stu
dent editors to determine how well
the average male undergraduate is
prepared for his life in the army.
Their results show not only that he
is badly prepared, but educational
There’s a town named Blue Moon
Former Student Saved
institutions are not making ade- J
in Kentucky.
quate provision for better future
From Torpedoed Boat
Braggadocio is the name of •
preparation.
A Lawrentian of the class of ’36, Missouri town.
Almost every school in the coun- j
Ensign W illiam
H. Zuehlke jr..
try reports some kind of emphasis
Sigma Phi Epsilon, was on the U.
on physical conditioning, but, t h e ! Seventeen members of the Law  S. S. Neches when it was tor
Maroon declares, physical condi rence chapter of Beta Theta Pi sang pedoed early this year.
His family has had three letters
tioning is an insufficient substitute before the semi-annual meeting of from him since, but he could not
for basic military training; at best th National Officers and Trustees of give them any details of the rescue.
it can only be a prelude, not a sub the fraternity last Friday, February
stitute. Also, several college editors 13. Approximately 250 officers and due. Illinois, Depauw, Chicago and
report that student interest is pet alums attended the meeting which Wisconsin and from Knox college
was held at the Palmer house in as well as from Lawrence. Alums
ering out in these courses.
Chicago. The Alpha alum group of were present from all parts of the
Report New Courses
country including some from Stan
Some schools report courses in Chicago sponsored the program.
The “Beta Blots” singing in the ford university, California.
Japanese, Portuguese "Military Ger
Last Wednesday the chapter re
man and French,” increases in oth “Ink Spot” style were a special fea
er foreign languages and classes in ture of the program. Elmer Jen ceived a letter from the national
Victor 27616
cryptography. Courses in meteor nings. alum adviser for the chapter, president of the group asking that
ology and navigation are standard introduced the boys, and Keith recordings of several of the frater
A Pretty Co-Ed Has
in almost every curriculum.
Ridgway directed the entire group nity songs be made. The composer
Gone to My Head
These courses are being offered, which
sang favorite fraternity cf the “Beta Goodnight” song also
but there is no assurance that the songs. The boys were introduced to has written to the chapter asking
The Magic of
men taking these courses will ever Horace Lozier, Chicago, who com them to make a special recording of
Magnolios
have the chance to use what they posed the famous “Old Porch this number.
Barry Wood
learn in the army. Most ol the new Chairs” and “The Loving Cup.”
courses were organized
without Mr. Lozier was invited to direct the
army supervision and by instruct boys while they sang the “Old Anderson to Speak
ors who lacked first hand acquain Porch Chairs.”
Dean Paul Anderson will be the
tance with the details of army re
Bluebird 11436
*
Undergraduates
principal speaker at the evening
quirements. There must be a close
Undergraduate members of the session of the one-day institute
cooperation between the army and
Blues In The Night
(
fraternity were present from the which the Appleton G irl Scouts will
educational institutions to standard
Universities of Northwestern, Pur- hold February 25.
Sometimes
I
ize “defense courses” before the
college men can have any assurance
Dinah Shore j
that his specialized training will be
utilized.
The Daily Maroon has conducted
this poll to inform its readers of
Bluebird 11393
I
the general picture of pre-induc
tion military training in this coun
'Ti* Autumn Until The Í
Incorporated
try in the belief that college men
Stars Fall Down
with the correct training can give
(Waltz)
their full value to winning this war
Freddy Martin
the quickest way possible.

Betas Sing for
National Meeting
Of Greek Group

i

H its of

The

New pledges in ¿'hi Delt ranks
are Heenan Croghan and Donald
Elliot. Tuesday night Mr. Berry was
entertained at the house at dinner
and gabbin*, and later fellas and
dates had a round-table discussion.
Warren Fifer, district chief for
Beta, visited the campus Saturday
and Sunday. Bill Tessin became a
member of the worm ranks Wed
nesday, February 11. Sunday morn
ing the former worms were initiat
ed. then the chapter attended the
Congregational church and return
ed home for a celebration dinner.
Beta active Bob Smith returned to
school Tuesday.
Sig Eps pledged Eugene Retza
last week. Phi Tau worms came out
from “under" Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Pan Hellenic are
That’s all for this time except
for—hearty congratulations to all pleased to announce the birth of
their daughter, Eliza Coop X V II.
you new pledges and initiates!
She was born in the Pan Hellenic
residence under the
care of Dr.
Hubbard. She is the first woman
of this order to enter our home and
therefore anyone wishing to see her
w ill find her in the closet on the
second floor.
But visitors are allowed only un
A Schnitzelbank Spree of songs, der one condition—she is not to be
games and surprise refreshments taken apart (no matter how many
w ill open the second semester ac vacuum cleaners you have put to
tivities of the German club on gether). Please handle her with
Thursday afternoon, February 20 care for she is the product of many
from 4:30 to 5:30. It is rumored that years of deliberation by five sorori
Muriel Engelland, Dorothy Hohen- ties occupying the house.
adel and Ralph Digman will be on
Pan Hellenic w ill be open, giving
hand to conduct the singing. Popu everyone a chance to see her, in
lar folk songs, jazz hits and a living spite of the redecoration going on
“Schnitzelbank” are on the pro in the near future.
gram, not to mention crossword
puzzles and a bite to eat.
Members are requested to bring
membership cards and second sem
ester dues. Now eligible for mem
bership are students enrolled in the
second semester of beginning Ger
Monday, February 23 — Dr.
man.
Charles E. Shulman, Rabbi at
It’s going to be an hour of fun at
North Shore Congregation Israel,
the Union next Thursday afternoon.
Glencoe, Illinois.
See you there!
Thursday, February 26 — Mr.

Hubbard Brings
Forth Creation
In Pan-Hell House

German Students
Play Games, Sing
At Party of Club

Coming
Convocations

Artists Series

VERSA TILE FRED DY — W hen Freddy Trezise leaves Lawrence the athletes will lose their
best friend and most ardent supporter, but they won't lose his cheers which will be heard
above the mighty roar of the T V A dams. W e are quite confident that the three men who cam e
to take his place will do the work as well as he did, but we bet that they will not be able to
erase the blackboard with two hands as fast and efficiently as Freddy did. W e hope that
in his new Personnel job he will be able to pick a sure-fire winner as quickly and easily as he
could pick a football or basketball star. The students all say "Good by, good luck and come
back soon."

W eek

Hopfensperger Brothers

M E A T S

Colum bia— 36498

We're All Americans
They Started Some
thing
Kate Smith & Singers I

M odern Dry Cleaner
BETTER DRY CLEANER

Bluebird 11401

222 East College Ave.

Moonlight Cocktail
Happy In Love
Glenn Miller

T h e s a m e b u ild in g a s
Y o u r E a s t E n d P o s ta l S u b - S t a t io n
G la d ly d e liv e r e d t o y o u r r e s id e n t a l u n it .

Bluebird 11430

Grieg Piano Concerto
Serenade For Strings
Freddy Martin
B E L L I N G ’S
C o m p le t e

D R U G

L in e

o f

S T O R E
C o s m e t ic s
M e y e r

- S e e g e r

204 E. College Ave.
M u s ic

Appleton, Wisconsin

C o .

Phone 131

Paul Anderson, dean of the col

lege.

onr

V• !.
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So They Say

Ths l-awrcntlan Invite* students and faculty alike 1o use
tli ii column for an expression of their views on matters of
Common Interest. Contributor» are subject only to the re
striction that there shall be no libel and that the length of
articles be w ltbin reasonable bounds.

I

T SE EM S that every Am erican m ust be re
duced to the slums before he w ill see the
necessity of doing away w ith slums. Every
Am erican must starve before he w ill see to it
th at others obtain food. Every Am erican must
feel his life and possessions in jeopardy to
w a nt all others to enjoy security. A nd every
Am cricai must lose his basic freedoms before
be w ill actively endeavor to perpetuate these
freedoms in the world.

Now that we have become involved in war,
nationally we have re-evaluated social living
In the democratic way. Literature, speeches,
and broadcasts continually stress and applaud
the unification of interests which so suddenly
developed after December 8. This has been
true in every modern war even to the extent
of a declaration of unity between democracies
W ith kingdoms and dictatorships. If we tane
the last war as a criterion however, I fear
th at this recurrent realization of democracy's
Significance w ill not be well remembered af
terwards.
It is difficult to understand why we need
a war to promote interest in the value of dem 
ocracy and jar us out of our solipsism which
says that self is the only existent thing. Through
©ur centralization of interests since we have
been at war, the nation and England have
•g a in become concerned w ith the problem of
a new post-war social, political, and economic
reform. It seems to this w riter that the con
flict is great enough this time that the im 
pressions of danger received w ill incite the
United States and Great B ritain to positive
democratic action after the war is over.
However it is not enough to point out the
pre-war ivory towers in which the nation roost
ed and in which it may return.
It is not
enough to say that the United States, coerced

So They Say

I

T seems to me that there are a
few times during a nine months
period of convocations when
©ne should not knit. Last Thursday
Was one of those timcv! Sure, call
me old fashioned if you like, I don't
care, but last Thursday's program
Ithe 12th) was a religious service.
Even greater than the sincere sol
emnity of Freddy’s speech was the
attempt to create an atmosphere *>f
teverence, and knitting was not
reconciliable to the two. Yes. I
realize that to knit during a religi
ous service is not provocative of a
one-way ticket to hell and that it
Js merely an inhibition of my integ
rity. But hearing the clash of a
knitting needle hit the floor during
a prayer was as disconcerting to me
as dropping the collection plate
toould be, and I think it« about as
irreverant as sitting through the
national anthem!
I admit that I have done my share
of knitting, and probably shall con
tinue to, during other convocations
and that it is both an affront to the
Speaker and my past training—so
perhaps you may feel that I am de
feating my own stand; but 1 doubt
It. There are a few bits of ritual to
which some of us still cling for our
Own satisfaction even though they
may only be personal values. But I
feel that to forfeit knitting for 30
minutes during the three or four
religious services we have a year is
not asking loo much of anyone!
Dorien Montz.

LAWRENTIAN

into war-consciousness, has in these last three
m onths become whole-conscious. It m ust be
noted that educationally the college has not
even thought about abandoning its nihilistic
vacuums of ivory tower solipsism. The stu
dent and the professor has rem ained in its
campus cloister, im m une to all susception to
the great social struggle.
A t the expense of being melodramatic, m ay
I ask w hat riear call could be made to active
education today?
M ust Lawrentians assume
that they w ill demean themselves as others
have been degraded, if we tu rn our th in k in g
to social action and contemplation and sacrifice
our frivolity -'or energy w orthily expended and
directed? It seems to me that the nation can
not afford continued scholarly superciliousness;
the educated m an has a solemn duty to perform.
The clarification of issues m ust begin now.
A fter victory comes the great charge of con
structing an intelligent post-war peace. It is
not a task for politicians or illiterates. It can
only be done by the intelligent vision w hich
the genuine scholar has. N aturally we m ust
assume that the anti-Axis forces w ill be vic
torious in this conflict; but we m ust not as
sume that the United States has been or is
completely and earnestly democratic.
We m ust know that W orld W ar I I is being
fought to preserve the possibility of democracy.
If we believe that the advantages of democracy
are relatively greater than those of totalitarian
ism and w ant to realize them, we m ust begin
now to th in k and act. For there are forces in
Am erica and some confused thinking in the
colleges which do not w ant democracy, and
they have not discontinued acting or thinking.
It seems to ihis w riter that it is im perative
that education abandon its ivory tower; that
the citizens thereof
ccase their play and
dreams; that specifically, Lawrentians put aside
their indifference and assume social conscious
ness.
W hat can we do as Lawrentians?
Every
m an m ust find that out for himself. W e all
have different talents and interests. We are
the selected group; among us are the m inds and
leaders w hich m ust take up these problems in
society sooner or iater. It seems to me we
can all interest ourselves in the political scene.
We car. all learn to vote intelligently, as v ot
ing has never been intelligently done. We can
study consumer’s cooperative movements and
labor organization. We can study the prob
lems of agriculture, business, and the an at
omy of comparative governments. W e can bend
our insight and m ind into thought about a
w orkable post-war peace.
There are any num ber of concrete problems
to be tackled. We can facilitate thought and
action through forums, meetings, lectures, dis
cussion, w riting, and study. Above all, we
m ust learn to think w ithout being forced to do
it. W e m ust cease to reflect a 19th century
ivory towerism, as Mr. Troyer so ably pointed
out in his criticism of cur student paper and
literary Magazine and recognize that we are
now intricably involved w ith society and that
the relation between education and the w orld
we live in must be a living and vital one. None
of you by taking thought can add one cubit
unto his stature; all of you by taking thought
can add greatly to the value of a future fu nc
tional democracy.
— Beatrice Peterson.

At the

Conservatory
BY DAYTON GRAFMAN
. . Familiarities . .
Yellow sweater day every Thurs
day in A Cappclla.
The ’’Judge” doing a Ruth Draper.
Marshall peeking out of his studio
every half-hour, on the hour, for
an accompanist.
’•Sheriff
Shoo’s” “greensweater”
and knitting circle.
“The Doll” practicing furiously in
Room 4.
Warm halls and cold practice
room*.
"Turn out the lights, please.”
Lounge lizards.
Nah-Nay-Nee-No-Ncw..................
Parallel fifths.
One-two-three . . etc. . . .
“Where’s my
"$Theory
book?”
“What time is it?**
“The Speeeee-rit................ **
The Superior One? ? ? ? ?
-Hello? ? ? ? ?
“I’m so tired I c o u ld ................**
3:30 cokes at Voight’s (no cokes).
"I feel like cutting.**
“Have you seen Harold” *
“Did he have another lapse of mem
ory?"
“They have offices and I have feet!”
Recital credit.
"Good Merning”
"May I use the phone’’”
“I don't know” *
“S o rry .......... ’*
,
"See?’*

Library Notes

N

INETEEN new books have
been purchased recently for
the library. They are as fol

lows:

An Introduction to the Philosophy
of Science. Benjamin.
Numerical Inter ration of Differ
ential Equations,
Bennett, Milne
and Bateman.

Religious Lyrics of the XIV Cen
tury, Brown Carleton ed.
Blood, Sweat and Tears, Church
ill.

Mission to Moscow, Davies.
The End of Economic Man,

Drucker.

Navigation and Nautical Astron
omy, Dutton.
The Medieval Heritage of Eliza
bethan Tragedy, Farham.
Betrayal in
Central Europe,
Gcdye.

Shakespeare’s

Audience,

Har-

bage.

Elements of Ordnance. Hayes.
Failure of a Mission, Henderson.
The Indians of the Western Great
Lakes 1615-1760, Kiniety.

The Economic Basis of a Durable
Peace. Meade.
Dictionary of Philosophy, Runes.
The New Deal in Action, Schlesinger.
Guarding the Frontier: A Study
ef Frontier Defense, 1815-1825. Wes
ley.
Young Man ef Caracas, Ybarra,
letters cn Poetry to Dorothy
Wellesley, Yeats.
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Editor S a y s-

In the Doghouse

D

e a r m a w t h e r . . .,
Sallie and I just returned
from seeing Victor Mature
in “Kisses at Midnight” at the Rio.
Before I snuggle in for the night,
I thought I ’d write you to tell you
the big news.
Your little daughter is no longer
going to a co-educational college.
Yep, today the board of Trustees
finally closed Lawrence college for
good, and at the same instant in«
augurated the new college, Lau«
rence on the Fox (for high-class
girls only). They decided it was
foolish to call it a co-educational
college when the ope remaining
boy left for the service.
In despair we dug out the old
ouiji board to try to locate Morey,
but it seems that the girls at Sarah
Ripon have drafted him to be their
new President.
The girls have overcome the
Saturday night date problem. Each
one will collect her recent letters
from her private Private and re
read them down river at the old
necking nook. The boys write
nice, long, affectionate letter, but,
hell, a gal can’t get any sex from
a letter. «Remember Ma, you al
ways said I should be frank with
you.)
We gals finally got our way with
the administration! They decided
to open the old quadrangle that
was built for the fraternities. Af
ter the cob-webs are swept out
we’ll be able to move in. I think
the Pi Phi’s will have the house
with the pretty blue wall-paper.
We got a letter from Gordon
Shurtleff applying for position of
House-Father. Any port in a storm,
I always say.
I was looking through some old
Lawrentians from 1942. The girls
were
kicking
about
“women’s
rights’* and complaining: “why do
the men have to push us around?’*
I think everyone needs a little push
ing around! In another article some
girl was spouting off about: "why
don’t the men date us more? We
aren’t gold-diggers.'* Huh. if we
could find some men now we’d pay
their ways to the movie, and even
buy them a coke tif it wasn’t for
the coke ration). If we could find a
man we’d let him be student body
president, pep chairman, and ho
could even rake the leaves on Ar
bor day. These jobs are making us
sick!
The Varsity won a rough-andtumble ping-pong match
from
Knox seminary last Saturday, so
we are still in second place in the
Middy-West conference.
Give my love to Pa, if you can
find him, and “keep ’im trying.”
See you when the Lawrence Girls*
A Cappella choir comes to Penguin
for the concert.
Yers, Rosebud.
*
*
*

BY DUANE SCHUMAKER
URING the past few days
since the student body presi
dents have been campaigning,
there ha« been more ‘dirt’ passed
around than during the entire
school year. This is more or less
an annual occurence. However, this
year, some of the basic assumptions
of the candidates and the gossip
that necessarily follows have been
false and unfair.
In particular is the Idea that the
Lawrentian is an “Administration’s”
paper and that it is completely con
trolled by the administrative offi
cers. This is absolutely untrue. At
no time this year, except in cases
of stories of new faculty members
and of official notices, has any ad
ministrative officer seen a copy or
proof of any article that has been
put in the paper until after the pa
per has been distributed. There is
absolutely no censorship by anyone
except the editor-in-chief.

Two Bodies

There are two functioning bodies
which control the Lawrentian: the
Board of Control and the Editorial
Board. The Board of Control’s du
ties are to elect editors and deter
mine their salaries; its members in
clude the editor, managing editors
and business manager of the paper,
and the Business Manager and Dean
of the college. Meetings are called
by the editor only, whenever the
necessity arises, on the average of
five times a year. The Administra
tion does not have the power to call
these meetings, and it does not have
a majority of the votes on the
board.
The Editorial Board is composed
of eight students, appointed by the
editor and chosen on the basis of
their service to the college; mem
bers are distributed among sorori
ties and fraternities, and the Con
servatory is represented. This board,
and this group alone, dictates the
editorial policies of the Lawrentian.
It is an active and functioning
group, and meets every week. No
member of the Administration has
ever been present at a meeting of
this board. No member of the fac
ulty or the Administration has ever
dictated any editorial policy.

Losing Articles

The editorial staff has been ac
cused of “losing” a couple of arti
cles which it allegedly did not want
printed; specifically one was the
explanation of the Ariel change. It
is true that this article was handed
to the editor and was supposed to
be printed. It would have been, had
it not been lost. It was not that the
editor
(or the Administration)
didn’t want it printed. Ample proof
of this is the fact that the following
week <Feb. 13) almost two full
columns were devoted to this m at
ter.
Another article that was supposed
to have been lost was one about
having formáis on Friday nights
This article was never seen by the
editor. Furthermore in the Nov. 28
issue there appeared an editorial
advocating Friday night formáis
and asking the administration why
there couldn't be any. Why should
the editor refuse to print a story
that contained the same idea that
he had written about a few issues
before?
Students know that articles for
“So They Say” must be handed to
the editor so that he knows who
wrote them. The names will not be
divulged unless the writer prefers.
This is the only stipulation regard
ing the “So They Say” column. It is
strictly a column where students
may write about anything they
wish. There has never been an in
stance where the editor has refused
to print one.
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In quffct of her nightly ‘between
chapters’ eoke, the other evening
Betsy McCoy found a real cornu
copia. Betsy, unaware that the im
possible was about to happen,
calmly deposited her nickle—came
th) jack-pot! Without further mon
etary urging, the machine kept pop
ping out ’coke bottles’, and Betsy
set up drinks on the house for all
Ormsby.
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The Betas’ are certainly due a
great deal of praise for their splen
did
choral
achievements.
The
“pledge of fellowship” is best repre
sented by a group of brothers deep
in song and displaying perfect uni
son. Keith Ridgeway led his Beta
choir at the annual Lawrence char
ter day banquet, and, last week,
they went to Chicago to entertain
at a meeting of the fraternity's
Easy to Lose
It is very easy for articles to get national officers.
*
*
*
lost in the Lawrentian office, where
Feminine hearts are crushed!!
copy of all shapes and sizes flies With deep sobs the news was moan
around constantly. Articles for "So ed out that A1 Florin had hung his
They Say” should be placed in seal
pin. DOGHOUSE bows down to
ed envelopes, addressed to the edi
Danny Cupid for finally putting in
tor. on or in the editor's desk; or
line his foremost rival. In a secret
better still they should be handed
vote held at Sage a couple of years
to the editor personally. Naturally,
ago, Al. was elected “Most Looking**
the staff cannot be held responsible
man on campus and from that time
for copy that is thrown in any old
basket any time, in the hope that on he exerted his masculine charms
in busting up college romances. We
someone will see and print it.
Many students say that the Law hereby notify campus lovers that
rentian is not a vital force on the the “most looking” man Is out of
campus. This may be altogether circulation and no longer can come
true, but has anyone ever thought between you and eternal happiness.
why? There was an editorial w rit
ten about drinking at Lawrence Col to stimulate interest on the campus
lege. The editor heard practically and have met the students half way,
no comments from the students but the students haven’t responded.
about that article. Therefore the We may rightfully ask ourselves—
only natural assumption was that Why try to get the students excited
the students weren’t interested in about anything; they won't do or
the drinking situation. Also, at the say anything about it anyway?
time of Homecoming, there was an
The Lawrentian is not a “stooge”
editorial written about the Law- of the administration nor is it con
rence-Ripon “feud”. There were trolled by them. The Lawrentian
only a few witty remarks about the COULD be a very vital force on
absurdity of it, but nothing was the campus if the students would
ever done.
only make it so by showing a little
Is it the fault of the editors of the enthusiasm and spirit by expressing
Lawrentian or is it the fault of the themselves Instead of complacently
students themselves? We have tried sitting back and criticize passively.

I
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L a w r e n c e C a g e r s P la y Vikes Swamp
C o e C o lle g e K o h a w k s KnoxCagemen
In Home Battle
Vikings Out to Avenge
Early Season Defeat
By Cagers From Iowa

The Lawrence college basketball
team, fighting doggedly for the
Midwest Conference championship,
w ill meet the fast flying Coe col
lege Kohawks at Alexander gym
nasium here on Saturday night.
Just a jum p behind first place Mon
mouth the Lawrence five aims to
be in position to take over if and
when the Scots falter. A second in 
centive for a victory over Coe is
the desire to give the home crowd
an undefeated home season. The
Vikings in their seven home games
thus far have not been alarmingly
pushed but no doubt will be by the
Iowans on Saturday.
Coe is one of the two teams in
the Midwest Conference to hold
victories over Lawrence, having
downed the big blue on its Iowa
trip last December.
The other
black mark against the Vikes is a
one-point defeat by Monmouth.

Plays Good Game
Coe, fortified by three years of
cod liver oil absorption, plays firev.agon basketball and on a floor
the same size as the large Lawrence
arena, and its front line compares
with the Vikings forward wall both
in size and ability. In fact, there
is little to choose between the two
teams all around. Coach Willis
Lamb has one of the best centers
in the conference in Hank Moss,
second high scorer in the league j
last season. Lawrence was remind-1
ed of this in the December game

Phi Delts Lead
Greek Cagers

P OP

W L
3 0
2 1
2 1
1 3
0 3

Phi Delts
Sig E p s
Betas
Delts
Phi Taus

78
78
47
73
46

51
52
46
87
86

Scoring Leaders

Ga FG Ft P
3 11 2 24
3 10 0 20
é 9 1 19
8 0 16
3
3 7 2 16
3 7 2 16
3 6 1 13
3 6 0 12
2 6 0 12
3 4 3 11
Sig Eps are
tied for the lead in team scoring
with the Delts running a close sec
ond. The Betas’ zone defense has
proved most effective while the Phi
Delts and Sig Eps have held opposi
tion to 17 points a game. The Phis
and the Sig Eps w ill play each oth
er Saturday afternoon in what
should be a knock down, drag out,
high scoring, free for all with Rol
lins, Person, Kirchoff and Wake
field potting ’em in all over the
place.
Ralph Person is high for the most
points scored in one game, five bas
kets and two free throws against
the Phi Taus for 12 points.

Rollins, SE
Kirchoff, PD
Maxwell. PT
Fraker. B
Wakefield. PD
Person, SE
Maertzweiler, DT
Savings. PD
Oliver,'PD
Lucht, DT

Basketball Schedule
Feb. 21—
Coe

Good Scoring
Coach A. C. Denney’s Lawrence
team
has delivered
efficiently
since the start of the second semes
ter and appears to have gained con
siderable poise and strength. In
its most recent clash against strong
Knox a new scoring outfit was
found, one that ran up 37 points in
the first half, and two of the socalled regulars were not included.
Denney also has reserves and in
Dick Miller he has the fifth high
scorer in the conference. He prob
ably will start Miller and Warren
Buesing. the rebound star, at for
wards, Bill Crossett at center, and
Captain Don Frederickson, who will
be playing his final home game,
and Wes Morris at guard. This will
give him a big front line. He also
can shift Frederickson to forward
pnd install Jim Fieweger at center
with Phil Harvey and Phil Knell
at guard for speed. No matter
which, the game looks like the best
of the year.

Vikes Lose to
Green Knights
Vikings Close Strong
But Fail to Catch Up

Rollins Leads Among
Interfraternity Men
Standings

as Moss scored nine baskets and
two free throws.
Also up front are Captain Paul
Tschirgi and Dave Connell, who
made a name last season as a sopho
more. These three are members
of last years’ co-championship five
and the two new guards. Bob Lamprecht and Jim Gallagher, are con
sidered able replacements for the
departed Dunlop brothers.

The Green Knights of St. Norberts put a close one over on the
Lawrence college basketball team
Wednesday night, the final score
being 43 to 42. The score changed
hands three times in the first and
twice in the second half, the score
being 24-21 for St. Norbert at the
half.
Dick Miller got underway early
in the second half and put four bas
kets through the hoop to add to the
one and a free throw he picked up
in the first half. Rube Prunskc
played a fine offensive game for the
losers, hitting the basket and pass
ing off well. Don Frederickson sunk
three of his favorite long shots from
way out

Last Minute

While St. Norberts stalled with a
minute to go, Bob Morris stole the
ball from the hands of a knight,
dribbled down the floor and sunk
a basket with two men trying to
screen the shot. Someone stole the
ball again with ten seconds to go,
but a blocked pass, Fredrickson to
Morris under the basket ended the
game.
St. Norberts pointed for this
game, the Lawrence game being
one of the highlights of their sea
son while the Vikes played a good
game, but all the ol’ fire wasn’t
there, the game being a non-con
ference affair. A seamless ball, not
used in our conference was used in
the game, and it was the first time
this season that the Vikings had
come in contact with this type of
ball.
Lawrence— W
!St. Norbert«— 13
Fg Ft Pf
Fg F t Pf
M iller,f
3¡ W ondrash.f
1 4 1
2| Pronu.skc.f
Buesing.f
Fieweger. f
lj Ju n io n .f
Crossett,c
2! Madden.e
F ’rickson.g
2|Riendel,c
K nell.g
M achi.K
Morris, g
H a rtm an .f
Harvey,g
Haslangcr.g
Totals

16 10 18

The Viking basketball team
travels to Ripon Monday eve
ning. The game w ill begin
about 8:15 p. m. A ll Lawrentians who are able are urged to
go.

Warren Buesing, Bill Crossett and
Don Fredrickson led the Lawrence
college basketball team to a 52-44
win over Knox
last S a t u r d a y
night in one of the
best garner seen
here this winter.
Biz tore in there
with the opening
whistle and play
ed a wonderful
game under the
basket, putting in
t h r e e rebounds
’or baskets in the
"irst half. He scor
ed his fourth first
Morris
half basket by
dribbling through the whole Knox
team.

Crossett Scores

Bill Crossett scored the first four
Viking points on a basket and two
freethrows. Knox led 3 to 2 early
in the game, but they never threat
ened thereafter. Fredrickson, Har
vey and Crossett ran the score up
to 10 to 3 before Knox could score
again. The Siwashers started off
with a fast break game, hoping to
get the ball down and score before
the Vike defense could get set, but
it backfired on them. The combi
nation of Crossett, Fredrickson.
Buesing, Morris and Harvey and
Knell gathered eight more points in
the last six minutes of the half.
Swise and Lemon scored four and
eight points res p e c t iv e ly foi
Knox with others
making 22 the
halftime score for
the Siwashers.
At the 14 m in
u te m a r k th e
Vikes had taken
25 shots and made
12 baskets. The
final count was 20
for 62 making 32
to 15 in the sec
ond half when re
serves played a
Fieweger
majority of the time. Crossett led
the evening’s scoring with 12 points
while Buesing and Fredrickson had
10 apiece. Adams, Knox forward,
scored nine points w^iile Lemon and
Olmstead had eight each. Forward
Lewis who put in eight baskets in
the Lawrence game at Galesburg
was held scoreless and Lemon didn’t
score in the second half.
A1 Zupck sprained an ankle late
in the game but should see action
before the season is over.

Totals

Feb. 28Beloit
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H . K e lle r

—

P a r t ie s

E
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Irving Zuelke BIdg.

L.

WISCONSIN.

", . . ond if you belong
to that school of men
who dress in the uni
versity manner, it's ox
ford for you, too. Pick
from button-down, or
widespread c o l l a r s .
Take white, colors or
stripes. W e've lined
them oil up for your
selection tomorrow.

A n n iv e r s a r ie s
D R U G

K e lle r

231-E.ColleqeA ue.

APPLETON.

Artists Series

Beloit

D r. W m . G .

u n iv e r s ity
men
vote f o r
oxford
s h ir t s • • •

15 14 21

B ir t h d a y s

Ripon
/

Driessen Dairy

Lawrence—3?
K nox—44
Fg Ft Pf|
Fg Ft Pi
4 2 31Lewis, f
0 o 4
0 0 2
4 2 2tBrocker,f
2 4 2
1 1 0 Olmstead,f
(i (1 2|Adams,f
3 3 0
3 2 OSLemon,c
3 2 1
1 2 3| Bonney.e
1 2 3
2 2 4'Swisc.g
3 1 1
1 1 11Doyle,g
1 0 2
2 1 21Mason.g
2 1 4
• 9 VjCrawford.f
0 1 2
20 12 17)

Lawrence Basketeer
Among Top Scorers

Gordon Huber, elusive Monmouth
forward, has taken a commanding
lead in individual scoring in the
Midwest Conference basketball race
as the eight teams enter the final
two weeks of the campaign. Huber,
who also was up there last season as
a sophomore, has caged 51 field
foals and 23 free throws for a to
Coach Denney to Send tal of 125 points or an average of 14
points in each of nine games.
As Many as Possible
I d second place is sophomore Ted
Scalissi of Ripon with 110 but
For Conference Events dy
in ten games. As the season con
About a dozen upperclassmen are sists of twelve contests it is unlike
out for track and working to get in ly that anyone will head off H u
shape for the Midwest intercol ber. Paul Patterson of Grinnell in
legiate indoor track meet at North third and Jerry Lemon of Knox
Central college, Naperville, Illinois. in fourth also have over 100 points
to be held February 28. About 20 j in nine games. W ith Scalissi Dick
mid-western colleges and small uni- Miller of Lawrence and Bob Lewis
versities are represented at the an of Knox puts three sophomores in
nual meet. Coach A. C. Denny in  the top six.
Pt. Pf. Tp.
tends to send men in as
many Huber 'Monmouth) Games Fg.
9 51 23 10 123
events as possible, but they must Scalissi iRipon)
41
28 27 110
10
• 45 14 26 104
make certain time trials set up by Patterson (Grin.)
• 37 26 12 100
Lemon i Knox l
Denny.
s 37 19 21 93
Miller (Lawrence)
Fred Rogers and Ed Hodson are Lewis 'Knox 1
9 33 19 23 85
9 31 22 17 84
working on the long distance runs. Normoyle (Mon.)
• 26 29 21 81
Ralph Colvin is splitting his time Howard <Cornell!
9 36 9 23 81
McCartney (Grin.)
between wrestling and track, but Houden «Cornell»
9 31 17 19 79
should qualify easily for the mile, Bacon iBeloit»
10 28 18 30 74
10 29 15 15 73
quarter or half mile. Jim Dite, Satterthwaite • Beloit)
10 1» 31 28 69
•Ripon*
Chuck Rollins, “Beep” Holway, Adziejewski
7 27 14 16 69
Moss iCoet
Ralph Person and Lee Cooper are G.Brill <Beloit)
10 20 17 9 51
7 23 10 15 5«
all working on the quarter mile Conneil <Coe*
s 24 8 15 59
1 rfdfrirkson (Law.)
with Rollins and Dite working Waters
9 1» 17 17 55
<Grinnell t
sprints with Jim Sattizahn. Frank I'r n t r t l (Lawrence)
• 20 15 20 55
9 23 S 17 54
Nencki is tossing the shot while Jares «Cornell*
10 21 11 26 53
iRipon)
John Messenger splits his time be Christianson
• 19 15 22 53
Trotter •Monmouth!
tween boxing and the shot. Paul
Maertzweiler is working on the high
jump. Jim Fieweger is working
out now and then on the high jum p
and hurdles as well as basketball.
You have tried the rest,
Denny w ill send Fieweger to the
now the best
meet if he feels that he can be spar
303
E. Calumet
ed from the basketball game at Be
Phone 5035
loit that night.
Some of the trials the boys have
to match or best are: high jump,
5’ 10”; polevault, 11’ 3”; shotput,
39’ 6”: quarter mile, six laps in 70
seconds: half mile, 12 laps in 2:15:
mile, 24 laps in $:12.
About a dozen frosh make up the
rest of the indoor track group. Sev
eral show marked ability. Quite a
few freshman
basketball players
and some varsity men will be out as
soon as basketball is over later this
month.

F'drickson.f
Buesing.f
Fieweger,f
Zupek.f
Crossett,c
Miller,c
Morris, g
Knell, g
Harvey, g
Haslangcr.g
Totals

Miller Among
Cage Leaders

Hold Indoor
Track Meet at
North Central

Bill Crossett, Warren
Buesing Outstanding
In Well-Earned Victory

Here

Feb. 23—
Ripon

D r.

Vikes Play Ripon

IS 13 IS

Totals
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W e d d in g s

A T OUR FOUNTAIN
Treat of the
week

—

B ir t h s

G o in g

—

S h o w e rs

A w a y

ARROW OXFORDS
2.25 & 2.50

A ll Speciol Occasions

OPTOMETRISTS
Modern Eye Examination
Glasses Fitted
Prompt Laboratory Service
121 W. College Ave.
Phone 2415

F re sh

S tre w b e rry

S U N D A E

12c

M A R X JE W E L R Y

417 W. College Ave.

Appropriate & Economicol Gifts

Phone 287

Phone 1850

212 E. College Ave.

Watch our weekly special

Ä iF
!.
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Monmouth and
Lawrence Lead
In Conference
Vikings are in Second
Place; Still Retain
Chance to Seize Title
MIDWEKT CONFERENCE B A SK E T B A LL
OP.
Pt».
Pet.
!..
W.
Standings!
307
354
.888
M onm outh
1
S
290
.75«
31«
6
I.A W K KNCE
S
342
.555
a#:»
4
C rin nell
3
305
397
.500
S
Beloit
S
383
369
.444
5
K nox
4
283
.42«
Coe
«
3
373
32:*
.23«
Cornell
3
S
443
370
.200
a
R ipon
2

imi

N E X T HAM ER
Friday
Cor at Ripon.
Cornell at Monmouth.
Saturday
Coe at LAW RENCE.
Cornell a t Knox.
Beloit at G rlnnell.
Monday
LAW REN C E at Ripon.
| M ENT HCOREH:
M onm outh 34, Coe 32.
L A U R E N C E 35, Beloit XT.
Beloit 43, K nox 34.
M onm outh 44. Cornell 34
C rin nell 52, Ripon 3*>.
LAW REN C E 52. Knox 4«.
Beloit 52, Ripon 43.

Monmouth and Lawrence hold
tenaciously to first and second
place, respectively, in the Midwest
Conference basketball race. Law*
fence has lost but one more name
tlian the Scots but plays one less
game for the season so the margin
gets wider each week. If Lawrence
should win its three remaining it
Would be necessary for Monmouth
to drop two of its three before Law*
•nee could take the title and the
odds arc against either of these
eventualities. There also remains a
mathematical chance for Crinnell
and Coe to come in for a tie for the
title but that is a remote possibility.
Monmouth
Monmouth by beating Cornell on
Friday can shake all persuers ex*
Cept Lawrence and in the event of
• Lawrence defeat by Coe on Sat*
in day the Scots would take the title
With no further effort.
Coe invades Wisconsin for games
with Ripon on Friday and Law*
rence on Saturday, and Cornell
meets Monmouth and Knox in Illi
nois on the same evenings, Beloit
Inps to Grinncll for a Saturday
ftiKht game and Lawrence plays a
return game with its arch enemy
Ripon at Kipon on the following
A.oiiday.
During the past week’s play all
favored teams ran true to form and
the teams retained approximately
their respective positions in the
race. Beloit, however, replaced
Knox in the first division.

L A W R E N T I AN
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So They Say

Phis Defeat
Delts; Sig Eps
Lose to Betas

Phis are Undefeated
BY J O H N G R E G G
I, Z U P E K sprained his li^ h t ankle in the closing m inutes of
As Cage Tournament
the K nox game last Saturday and abandoned his crutch Tues
day. He hopes to see further action w ith the team before the season is Enters Crucial Stage
over. He was a’l dolled up in a light-colored her
Two games were played in the
ringbone suit, a la Harvey, and ready to dance Interfraternity Basketball league on
after the g. me, but he was unavoidably detained.
Saturday, February 14. The Sig Fps
• • •
lost to the Betas 20-12 and the Phi
The Phi Oelts and the Sig Eps will play in an Delts beat the Delts 25-23. The Phi
interfraternity basketball game Saturday after Taus drew a bye and w ill face the
Betas next week. The Betas, by vir
noon. In the past both teams have shown good tue
of their victory this week, drew
defenses and strong offenses; both have scored up into a second place tie with the
78 points in three games. If the Phis win, they'll Sig Eps behind the Phi Delts.
The Betas, last Saturday, revers
be all alone in first place and the Sig Eps will
be pushed down to third. If the Sigs beat them, ed that old adage and proved that
the best offense is a good defense.
there'll be % three way tie for the lead, the Phis, Displaying one of the best defenses
Delts and Betas in a deadlock, that is, if the Betas seen on a court this year, they held
high-scorer Ralph Person without
beat the Phi Taus.
* t *
any points, and kept the Sig Eps too
far away from the hoop for accurate
After missing his first 7 ¿.hot.» against Beloit last week, D ick
shooting.
M iller got hot and sunk 6 baskets for his next 13 shots. He ended
Chuck Rollins was the high-point
.he evening w ith 6 baskets for 2C for 30 per cent. Frederickson had man for the losers, dropping in
three baskets and one penalty shot
4 for 10 for 40 per cent.
Gerry Grady, led the Betas with
• • •
one bucket and three freethrows.
A year ago this issue. Hank Mose and Don Dunlap led Coe to a The score was close until the last
40-21 victory over the Vikings. The Vikes lost the second game quarter when the Betas stepped out
on that Iowa road trip to Cornell 42-37. Morris and Crossett led with four baskets and put the game
on ice.
Vike scoring against Coe and Cornell respectively.
sig Eps— i ;
Betas— n

A

Tankmen Lose
To Wisconsin
Turley, Haligas Snatch
Only Firsts in Meet

Smith, Star Swimmer,
Returns to School
Bob Smith, star freestyler of last
year’s freshman swimming team re*
entered Lawrence last Tuesday and
w’ill be eligible to compete in inter
collegiate meets. If he can get in
shape in time, he may be able to make
tin difference between a champion
ship swimming team and an also ran.
Last year he swam the 200 in about
2:16, the 100 in about 56 seconds.

Ev Turley and Dick Haligas took
the only firsts for Lawrence in a
dual meet with Wisconsin Wednes
day afternoon in the latter’s pool.
The meet score was 45 to 29 in fa
vor of the University. Turley w’on
the backstroke in his usual form Dean Anderson Leaves
while Haligas came through with
On Saturday March 28 Dean Paul|
an upset in winning the 220 yard
Anderson will leave for Chicago to
freestyle.
The 440 yard relay came through attend a meeting of the Midwest
with a nice win. Wally Patten led Conference of Deans of Arts and
off with Haligas and Fengler giv Sciences.
ing Turley a slight lead which Ev
made a bit more comfortable by the
time he finished. Mark Hanna took
the only second for the losers in
the diving. Fengler. Turley. Patten,
and Gile took thirds in other events.
Results:
120 Medley Relay: won by W is,
TO D A Y - SAT. - SUN.
Law. second. Time 1:10.5.
— Continuous Showing —
220 vd. Swim: 1) Haligas. L; 2»
William Powell - Myrna Loy
Dahl. W; 3» Fengler. L; 2:37.5.
In
60 yd. Swim: 1> Gerlach. W; 2»
'Shadow
of
the
Thin Man'
Scott. W; 3* Turley, L; 32.3.
— Pins —
Fancy Diving: 1> Francis, W; 2>
ROY ROGERS In
Hanna. L; 3) Euckert, W.
"Sheriff of Tombstone*'
100 yd. Swim: 1) Gerlach. W; 2)
Scott. W; 3) Patten. L; 58.2.
Mon. TuesT BARGAIN DAYS
150 Back Stroke: 1> Turley. L; 2'
"M ARRIED BACHELOR"
Paul Gilbert Learned
Martin. W: 3) Plumb. W; 1:44.8.
— with —
Breast Stroke: 1» Schwann,
Robt. Young - Rath Hussey
Photography Through W:2002»yd.
Crabb, W; 3* Gile. L; 2:447.
— Coming —
400 yd. Relay: Won by Lawrence.
Constant Experience
“WEEK END IN HAVANA**
Patten. Haligas. Fengler, Turley;
— with —
Monday, February 23 marks the Wisconsin second; 4:03.
Alice Faye - Carmen Miranda
Meet
Score:
Wisconsin
45.
Law
beginning of an exhibition in the
library, of photographs taken by rence 29,
Fan I Gilbert, associate professor of
physics.
Dr. Gilbert has been at Lawtence for five years, coming here
front Oberlin. He took his under
graduate work there and his post
graduate work at Cornell tn Ithaca.
New York. While in college Dr.
Gilbert dabbled in
photography,
but didn't really take it up serious
ly until his older daughter was two
years old—she is now four. For the
most part he has used children as
his subjects but recently he has done
■ome photographing of clouds.
1» Non-Conformist
Not professing to be an artist him•elf. Dr. Gilbert admits that having
played with photography he has
learned and has come to understand
the principles of good art. He does
not take just one picture but many
pictures of the same pose selecting
the best from the group. In this
wav a feeling for the subject is ob
The Pabst Theatre, Milwaukee— Sat., March 7
tained—the lifelike characteristics
do not become
mechanical and
The Goodman Theatre, Chicago— Mon., Mar. 9
rigid
His pictures of the children
of the faculty members bear out the
West High School, Rockford— Tues., March 10
excellency' of his technique.
As far as believing in any par
High School, Janesville — Wed., March 11
ticular school of photography. Dr.
Gilbert is a non-conformist. He be
lieves that photography is a means
to an end, that end being enjoy
ment. and as such anything goes.
PURCHASE YOUR TIC K ET S at the local headquarters
It Is perfectly permissable to re
touch or cut out or even replace. To
or GET THEM NOW A T TH E CONSERVATORY
him 'photography is a science, a
OFFICE.
motive or expression, an awful lot
Of fun for lots of people—all which
justifies its being an art*

E L IT E

Rollins
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1 1 G rady
0 2 Frazer
0 1 Ridgeway
0 3 Hamm er
0 1 Forbush

Fg
1
1
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Ft
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3
0
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3
0
3
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The Law rentian Invites students and
faculty alike to use this colum n for an
expression of their views on matters
of common Interest. Contributors are
subject on|y to the restriction that
there shall be no libel and that the
length of articles be w ith in reasonable
bounds. The article need not be signed
but the editor m ust know w ho has
w ritten it.

T

HERE is, or at least there
should be in practice, an un
written law against ‘pledgestealing.’ Certain fraternities, when
hard-pressed for men, wander into
the greener pastures of their neigh
bor's pledge group and either d i
rectly or indirectly, subtly or open
ly try to coerce pledges away
from their own choice of fraternity
with promises of more lucrative
opportunities than their own group
offers.
This practice is openly con
demned by the writer as both un
derhanded and detrimental to the
fraternities involved. Not only does
it injure the fraternity which ac
complishes the ‘steal* should the
information concerning the act
ever reach the administration, but
it leaves the fraternity losing the
man in a quandary as to why the
man wishes to or does depledge
when there is no apparent cause.
Fellows, keep the ‘rushing' in
the ‘independent* field, not your
neighbor’s pledge group regardless
of how hard-pressed for men you
may be. We’re all faced with the
same situation more or less; let's
handle this second semester ‘rush
ing* in the open.

S 3 0 ers. The Phi Delts. by winning this
8 6 6 game, remained undefeated and
The Delts, a vastly improved fastened their hold on first place.
IDelts—?3
team over last week, nearly upset Phi Delts— !4
Fg Ft Pf I
Fg Ft Pf
the Phi Delts and were nosed out H olw ^y
0 0 0 Nencki
3 2 3
only in the last few minutes. Kirch- K irchoff
4 1 0 Boren/
3 0 1
2 0 1 M 'zweiler
1 0
3
off, with nine points pulled up to Franki
0 0 0 Stuart
0 0 3
second place behind Rollins in the Florin
W akefield
3 0 0 Hedge
0 1 0
league scoring lis t Frank Nencki Saving
0 0 1 Boge
3 0 1
3 I 2 Butke
0 1 0
finally started shooting and con O liver
IRlngl*
0 0 0
nected for eight points to make
himself high point man for the loc• 4 10
Totals
11 2 4. Total«
Totals

S 2 10

Totals

F o r ty y e a r s o f e x p e r ie n c e
t o h e l p s o lv e y o u r

Plumbing and Heating Problems
W . S. PATTERSON CO.
Phone 4700

213 E. College Ave.

Show Exhibit
Of Camera Art

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR YOUR
PARENTS AND FRIENDS
TO HEAR

THE LAW RENCE

COLLEGE C H O IR

: . J w L ’S ' J v
.

SPRING SLACKS
They're here and in an ample
assortment of all that's new for
the coming season.
Durably tailored and very smart«
ly styled. You'll like the new
er patterns and plain shades.

Thiede Good Clothes
J
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Office £ School Supplies
We buy, rent, repair, sell "all
makes of Typewriters it Adding
Machines.”
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Travel

Goods

227 W. College Aye.

STOP!
Get Comfortable «
HARACHES

1.99
NEW WEATHER FORECASTERS— W ith the help of assistant professor W . Read, Phil Harvey, John Messenger and Don
Fredrickson learn methods for weather forecasting from actu al experience on the top of Lawrence observatory. These three
students ore members of the class in the meteorology course.
(Lawrence College Photo.)
fight unity with disunity.
Regardless of who wins, much
has been done for Lawrence. The
situation, is much like the last na
tional presidential campaign. Much
dirt came to the surface, but we
that prices were soon to rise and must remember that before reform
speed was necessary, but was it ev takes place one must first find a
er explained to us? Even after the place from which to work.
purchase, was our permission ever
requested to spend our funds?
What about the Ariel funds for
defense bonds? A ll of us would have
felt happy to have participated in
such a fine move.
Student’s Blame
From where I stand it seems that
we, the student body, is to blame for
and
the conditions that now exist. We
have gone stagnant We haven't
stood up for what was ours. The ad
ministration hasn’t heard our desire
ior the weakness of our voice. We
ere all-powerful. W ith unity among
us, who could stand up to us? Who
wouldn't cooperate with a united
student body? Only a fool! And ev
en in our most radical moods we
don’t believe that there are any
fools among the administration.
Whatever candidate we choose,
we must realize that we should
back him with the same interest
and ability that we have shown the
last few weeks. As has been said,
"we are at the crossroads.”
Cooperation brings the further
231 E. College
end, but before there can be co
Avenue
operation there first must be part
ners — the student body unified—
and the administration. You can’t

Presidential Election
Brings Many Facts to Us
By Ralph Colvin
Win, lose, or draw, at least two
of the candidates in the coming
election will have left their names
end deeds firm ly engraved upon
the memories of Lawrence students,
faculty and administration alike.
The third seems to be a manifesta*
tion of fraternity politics of the
past, where a fraternity picks its
most likely candidate and then
stands firmly behind him regard
less of the merits and demerits of
his platform.
Mr. Grady and Miss Harkins
have done splendidly well in their
campaigning even if the pink sheets
and the sidewalk writing were a
bit radical. Marg seems to be an
out and out radical, hungry f o r
blood. Gerry believes that reform
can come through peaceful coop
eration. Phil seems to think things
are just dandy and that the admin
istration is doing all it can for our
welfare.
We certainly have three clear-cut
degrees of reformation present;
radicalism, cooperative reform and
extreme conservativism.
The freshmen think that much is
at stake. The upperclassmen think
that any of the candidates would
face a brick wall. The real ques
tion seems to be whether a brick
wall is more easily penetrated by
head banging or by the functioning
of the head along its intended
means.
Graduates
Graduates claim that nothing can
be done to futthcr real student gov
ernment with the present staff in
the administration office. Much can
be said for this viewpoint. Some say
new deans are student minded and
that they will make our way easier;
others say that the system lives re
gardless of the subordinates.
Petty things have griped the
student body, but even petty thing?
gain weight with additional num 
bers.
The president speaks to be taken
one way and he is misunderstood
and bickering results. He seems to
use poor discretion in the manner
in which he states even the simpler
rules. Rules seem to radiate from
him personally.
The coke bottle, chapel seat and
automobile questions along with
the freshmen boys’ speech are poor
ly handled. We realize that the ideas
are correct but few of us liked the
approach.
Taking student social funds for
the Union was a necessary and
wise move, but few of us like the
■way it was done. We have been led
to believe that the committee that
we elect is given the power to spend
our money. We would have agreed
wholeheartedly if we had known

Artists Series

Kodaks

PAMPASS
SANDAL

Advertise
in
the
Lawrentian

2.49

B ig

S h o e

S to re

As Adverti sed in " M A D E M O I S E L L E ”

Photo Supplies
Finishing

Tan or White

M A K E L IF E E A S Y W ITH

L

A

Z

Y

tMII fcuMta

Koch
Photo
Shop

Take
Her
Bowling

The O fficial
College Shoe
accepted

by

oil well
dressed

At the

coeds

Alleys
Available
for
Open
Bowling
Each
Afternoon
and
Saturday
Night
W hy not take her bowling on your next date? It is an
enjoyable and inexpensive way to spend an afternoon or
evening, and in the clean, pleasant surroundings of the
Elks Alleys you can have a really fine time.

E L K S

For Tops in
Shoes Go to
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PRESENT THUNDER ROCK" — Shown in the above inserts of a page of script are four of the leading persons in the Lawrence college production of
Thunder Rock.
From top to bottom on the left we have Bonnie Madsen, Bob W hitaker. On the right are George Garmon and Dorothy Hooley. Shown
In the insert in the middle are Charles Gregory, Zorabel Gasway and Jack Roody in a bit of action from the play. (Post-Crescent Photo.)
and a story born to be filmed.
This story has never been seen
before. It is the story of the feared
Okefenokee, a Georgia swamp in 
M. Renoir
habited only by cottonwoods, bull
BY ROBERT CARTER
gators, and a fugitive from South
ern justice. Walter Brennan is Tom
until he faces reality with renewed
S Horatio Alger, Jr. would
Keefer, crafty and crusty old her
courage.
say: “Young man makes good
mit of the dreaded swamp. He could
The Group theater In New York
in big city.”
Young man in
easily have become the one weak
pioduced "Thunder Rock” in 1939 this case is the brilliant French pro link in the chain had his hoary phil
starring Francis Farmer. While this ducer Jean Renoir, and his first osophies not been somewhat re
strained. But—he just doesn't seem
production was not too successful, American vehicle—Swamp Water.
Swamp Water is first class. It is to look at home unless he grips a
“Thunder Rock” was the most pop
high tide. Skillfully conceived and goboon in one hand and a chaw o’
ular show in London during the j executed, it is, as Cltiien Kane, an t’baccy in the other.
Anne Baxter is convincing as
time of the greatest German at example of the best blending of all
John
tacks. Variety, the theatrical trade the dramatic elements. Renoir is for- Keefer's hellion offspring.
Carradine is adequate in his perfidy,
journal, said last week that ''Thun- i lunate in possessing, in addition to
and and Virginia Gilmore is more than
der Rock” had been a prophet play all his native craftsmanship
thoroughly so. Every scheming wench since
before its time and if it were to be superb techniques, a
Eve is embodied in her perform
produced now would undoubtedly splendid cast, a fine musical score, ance. Walter Huston and Dana A n
be an outstanding success.
drews, swamp father and swamp
For dramatic purposes Mr. Ardlcy Marinette past Door county over to son respectively, are quite easily
h*s retained the old style light Escanaba.
in a class well-nigh by themselves.
F. Theodore Cloak, professor of This is Huston’s first in a long time,
house, with its circling stair case
and gas light and conically shaped dramatics, is directing the play and |and he does it up brown; being al
rooms. However Thunder Rock is Roger Sherman is technical direc most as crusty an old codger as
similar to the modern lighthouses tor and has designed the stage set Walter the first, but not quite. He
in northern Lake Michigan from ting.
packs a wallop in his part Andrews

"Thunder Rock" Is Story of
Northern Lake Michigan
In the second of two performanc
es, the Lawrence college theater
Will present "Thunder Rock,” a mo
dern American drama by Robert
Ardery, tonight in the college chap•1. The first presentation of this
creekLng stage production was stag
ed last night.
Disillusioned, a veteran newspa
per correspondent attempts to avoid
the present world by retreating into
the past. Taking the job of light
house keeper on Thunder Rock, in
northern Lake Michigan, the foreign
correspondent recreates in his own
m ind the passenger and crew of a
sailing ship wrecked there 90 years
before. He discovers that they too
Were unhappy, discouraged, disillu
sioned, trying to escape their des
tinies. He attempts to dismiss them
from his mind but they refuse to go
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As You Like It

A

is a marvel to behold. His role was
not a simple one, might have been
pure ham, or ham’s opposite. But it
is not. It is crammed full of sinceri
ty and ease and power and never
falls short of its aim.
The photography, as might be ex
pected, emphasizes the Gallic influ
ence. Depths of focus is brought to
the fore, as in no other American
picture since Kane. The swamp se
quences are extremely impressive
and beautiful.
Swamp Water's music was partic
ularly well-chosen. The contrast of
moving drama and background of
barley-tinged ballad is ingenious
and deft. I am left with a yearn to
see more of M. Renoir’» work.
X
hope I do.
Cadet Girl is to be brusquely dis
missed. It stunk. And it has no re
deeming features, and I do mean
Carole Landis. It is useful in this
column only as a possible argument
for the “Down W ith Double Fea
tures” movement. I here and now
renew my membership in said
movement.
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